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An observability condition number is defined for physical systems modeled by network dynamics.
Assuming the dynamical equations of the network are known and a noisy trajectory is observed
at a subset of the nodes, we calculate the expected distance to the nearest correct trajectory as
a function of the observation noise level, and discuss how it varies over the unobserved nodes of
the network. When the condition number is sufficiently large, reconstructing the trajectory from
observations from the subset will be infeasible. This knowledge can be used to choose an optimal
subset from which to observe a network.
The study of network dynamics is increasingly useful
in modeling physical processes. Networks present a fas-
cinating departure from generic dynamical systems due
to the constraints imposed on direct communication be-
tween nodes, resulting in complicated dynamics and non-
trivial bifurcation structures [1–4]. Modeling by networks
has become an important topic in almost every area of
physical and biological science, including distributed me-
chanical processes, weather and climate, and metabolic,
genomic and neural networks.
A crucial aspect of studying distributed systems is the
difficulty of finding generic observables that facilitate re-
construction of the entire collective dynamics of the net-
work. The theory of observability was pioneered for lin-
ear dynamics by Kalman [5]. For nonlinear dynamics, the
theory of attractor reconstruction [6, 7] provides hope
that for generic observables of sufficiently high dimen-
sion, the dynamics can be reconstructed. Although ob-
servations at single or even multiple nodes of a network
may not be provably generic, the results of Joly [8] show
that some aspects of observability may be present by ob-
serving even a single node in a strongly connected net-
work, i.e. a network for which every node is downstream
from every other node. Observability in both linear and
nonlinear networks is a topic of intense recent interest [9–
14] and has close connections to controllability [15–17].
However, observability in theory does not guarantee
a satisfactory reconstruction from data collected from a
sparsely or weakly–connected network, or far from tar-
get nodes, even in the case where the equations of motion
are known. To date, even in this more tractable scenario,
surprisingly little in the way of general practical require-
ments have been developed for inferring information from
measurements. A critical obstruction is the presence of
noise in the observations, and how this is magnified in
efforts to reconstruct the dynamics. In this article, we
offer a definition of observability condition number for
network reconstruction, show that it has good asymp-
totic properties for limiting cases such as full observabil-
ity, and exhibit its behavior for some relevant examples.
The main conclusion is that for practical use of network
reconstruction techniques, theoretical observability may
be only a first step, and that a condition number mea-
suring error magnification may fundamentally govern the
limits of reconstructibility.
In the following, we denote by S a subset of observing
nodes or variables of a dynamical network. Let X be a
network node whose trajectory needs to be reconstructed.
We consider an ergodic trajectory of a compact attractor
which is observed with noise, and consider the trajectory
reconstruction error at one node X of the network.
In this scenario, we conjecture that there is a constant
κ depending on S,X, and the dynamics, such that in the
low noise limit, the expected error of reconstructing a
length-N trajectory satisfies
E
[
reconstruction error per step at X
observation error per step at S
]
∼ κ√
N
. (1)
for some constant κ. More precisely, we claim that for
trajectories observed with noise level σ, the limit
lim
N→∞,σ→0
√
N E
[
RMS error per step at X
obs error per step at S
]
= κ,
(2)
exists. Equivalently, κ can be defined using the Euclidean
2-norm
κ = lim
N→∞,σ→0
E
[ ||e||2
σ
]
, (3)
where e = {e1, . . . , eN} denotes the trajectory error at
X with component ei = zi − xi in terms of the exact
trajectory xi and the reconstructed trajectory zi. We call
κ = κS,X the observability condition number of node X
observed by S. This is a single constant that encapsulates
the ability to reconstruct the dynamics at X from the
subset S.
The study of condition number as a measure of con-
trollability and observability is classical, beginning with
Friedland [18] in the context of linear systems. Here we
consider the nonlinear case, and append the asymptotics
expressed in (3). In addition, we describe a direct compu-
tational approach to approximating the condition num-
ber: Small observational noise is added to a length N
trajectory of the dynamical system and a variational data
assimilation technique is used to reconstruct the nearest
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FIG. 1. Undirected network of nine nodes with dynamics (6)
and adjacency matrix A as shown. (a) Node X is shaded
(color online) according to κS,X where S = {1, 2}. (b) Es-
timates of κS,X in (a) as a function of trajectory length.(c)
Same as (a), but S = {2, 8}. (d) Estimates of κS,X in (c).
exact trajectory. The ratio of output (reconstruction)
error to input (observation) error is κS,X/
√
N .
The fundamental importance of the existence of a uni-
versal quantity κS,X , independent of trajectory length,
is that it allows us to compare the effects of various ob-
servation sets S at node X. This has direct implications
for sensor placement in general systems, such as the po-
sitioning of weather buoys or the location of electrodes
in a neural assembly.
We begin by establishing the formula (3) for the case
of completely observed linear dynamics, where κ exists
and equals 1. By “completely observed”, we mean that
the subset S of observed variables includes all variables.
Consider first the scalar case and assume the dynamics
f(x) = ax. Let {x1, . . . , xN} be a trajectory under f ,
so that xi = f
(i−1)(x1). Let yi = xi + i be the (com-
pletely observed) trajectory observed with i.i.d. observa-
tion noise i of mean 0 and covariance Σ() = σ
2IN×N for
some σ > 0. Consider the exact trajectory {z1, . . . , zN}
where zi = f
(i−1)(z1), that minimizes the sum squared
error
N∑
i=1
(zi − yi)2 =
N∑
i=1
(ai−1z1 − ai−1xi − i)2. (4)
In the sense of least squares, the {zi} trajectory is the
one closest to the observations. Setting the derivative
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FIG. 2. (a) A network of 10 nodes with dynamics from
(6). (b) Plot of κS,X for nodes 1 – 10 when observed at
x-coordinates of subset S = {1, 2}. The means and standard
deviations for the xj (left) and yj (right) variables are shown.
with respect to z1 to zero and solving yields
0 = z1
N∑
i=1
a2(i−1) − x1
N∑
i=1
a2(i−1) −
N∑
i=1
ai−1i
z1 = x1 +
∑N
i=1 a
i−1i∑N
i=1 a
2(i−1) . (5)
The square of the numerator of (3) is the ex-
pected squared error of the reconstructed trajectory
{z1, . . . , zN} compared with the original trajectory
{x1, . . . , xN}, or using zi − xi = ai−1(z1 − x1) and (5),
E
[
N∑
i=1
(zi − xi)2
]
= E(z1 − x1)2
N∑
i=1
a2(i−1)
= E
(∑Ni=1 ai−1i∑N
i=1 a
2(i−1)
)2 N∑
i=1
a2(i−1)
=
∑N
i=1 a
2(i−1)E(2i )∑N
i=1 a
2(i−1) = σ
2
where we used the fact that the noises i are uncorrelated.
Dividing by the observation noise level σ, we conclude
that κ = 1 for the completely observed case.
The scalar case can be extended to linear dynamics
f(x) = Ax for a symmetric matrix by diagonalizing A
and applying the above argument componentwise. Fur-
thermore, an argument based on the multiplicative er-
godic theorem [19] allows us to extend the fact that κ = 1
for the completely observed case to general nonlinear dy-
namics.
For partial observations, such as observing at a proper
subset S of nodes of a network, κS,X will be substantially
greater than 1, which is the focus of this article. As an
illustrative example, consider the undirected network of
nine nodes illustrated in Fig. 1, where the update equa-
3tions at node j follow the nonlinear discrete dynamics
xji+1 = aj cosx
j
i + bjy
j
i + c
9∑
k=1
Ajkx
k
i , y
j
i+1 = x
j
i (6)
where aj = 2.2, bj = 0.4 for j = 1, . . . , 9 and A = {Ajk}
is the (symmetric) adjacency matrix of the network. The
discrete dynamical map used here at each node is a vari-
ant of the classical Henon map [20] that is suitable for
distributed dynamics.
We describe an algorithm to compute κ as in (3)
from a general network. Generate an exact trajectory
{x1, . . . , xN}, which is observed by a function h(x) plus
Gaussian observational noise with variance σ2 at each
point of the trajectory to get {y1, . . . , yN}, where yi =
h(xi)+ i. In the examples to follow, h will represent ob-
serving at the subset S of nodes. We apply a variational
data assimilation method to the inexact yi observations
to find an exact trajectory {z1, . . . , zN} that minimizes
the least squares difference between the yi and zi trajec-
tories, analogous to (4). To accomplish this, we applied
a Gauss-Newton iteration that enforces the exactness of
the zi trajectory while minimizing the observation differ-
ence. More precisely, we minimize
1
q2
N−1∑
i=1
(f(zi)− zi+1)2 + 1
r2
N−1∑
i=1
(h(zi)− yi)2 (7)
where q and r are weights that specify the trajectory
noise and observation noise tolerances, respectively. We
use q << r to ensure that the zi trajectory is effectively
exact, at least relative to the observation errors. At the
conclusion of the Gauss-Newton iteration for zi, we com-
pute the errors ei = zi−xi and the approximation (3) to
κS,X .
The results of this algorithm applied to the network
in Fig. 1(a), observed with the x-coordinates at the set
S = {1, 2}, are shown in Fig. 1(b). The nine traces cor-
respond to each of the nine network nodes X. The two
observed nodes are at the bottom, and remaining traces
show various levels of κS,X . In this example, the asymp-
totic N → ∞ limit in (3) is reached for relatively short
trajectory lengths. The nodes in Fig. 1(a) are colored
according to the respective observability condition num-
bers.
The fact that κS,X can be arbitrarily large is illustrated
by undirected networks such as Fig. 2. The equations
(6) are used, and the observing set is S = {1, 2}. As
expected, the resulting condition numbers grow with the
distance from the observing set. However, calculating
large κS,X is delicate, as we discuss below.
As an example of a discretely-sampled continuous dy-
namical sysfem we built a directed network of Fitzhugh-
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FIG. 3. (a) κS,X for Fitzhugh-Nagumo network. (b) Esti-
mates of κS,X versus trajectory length. Although not obvious
from the adjacency matrix, node 7 is more difficult to observe
from the set S = {1, 2, 3, 4} than the remaining nodes.
Nagumo neurons [21, 22] as shown in Fig. 3(a)
v′j = −wj + dvj − v3j /3 + I + g
9∑
k=1
Ajkvk
w′j = a− bwj + cvj (8)
where the parameters were varied by about 5% from a =
0.42, b = 0.8, c = 0.08, d = 0.01 and I = −0.025 among
the nodes. The system was observed at nodes 1 – 4 at a
step size ∆t = 0.1, and small observation noise was added
at each step. Fig. 3(b) shows the observability condition
number calculated at the remaining four nodes.
We tested the computation of κS,X in two other net-
works to compare the effects of hubness. The example in
Fig. 4(a) is a scale-free network of 20 nodes. After sorting
the nodes in descending order by degree (resp., central-
ity), κS,X was computed for S equal to the first four,
second four, etc. The more sparsely-connected observer
sets lead to much increased mean κS,X . The same anal-
ysis, but for an Erdo¨s-Re´nyi network of the same size, is
done in Fig. 4(b). Note that values of κS,X vary much
less with the choice of the subset S.
To conclude, we note that special care must be taken
to carry out the Gauss-Newton iteration
zk+1 = zk − (DRTDR)†(DR)TR(zk),
where we have set R = [R1, . . . , Rn] and R1(z)
2 + . . . +
Rn(z)
2 is the sum (7) to be minimized. Clearly, the accu-
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FIG. 4. (a) Mean observability condition number of scale-
free network, as a function of four-member observation sub-
sets S. Round markers (dashed lines) denote nodes sorted
by descending degree; diamond markers (solid lines) denote
nodes sorted by descending closeness centrality. (b) Same for
Erdo¨s-Renyi network.
racy of the solution of the iteration will be dependent on
the conditioning of the Gauss-Newton problem, in this
case the (traditional) condition number C of the matrix
(DR)TDR. Since the errors added are of size σ << 1,
the residuals Ri can be expected to be on the same or-
der. Thus one may run out of correct significant digits if
C/σ > −1mach ≈ 1016 for double precision computations.
In Fig. 5 we explore this issue. For simplicity, we con-
sider a discrete stochastic map that multiplies by a ran-
dom 2×2 matrix at each step. We observe at both phase
variables, so that the system is completely observable
and κS,X = 1. Each marker represents a calculation of
κS,X where S is both variables, i.e. completely observed,
and X is one of the variables. As shown above, in this
case κS,X = 1. The markers correspond to trajectories
of length between 20 and 240, going from bottom to top,
with input noise σ. The vertical axis denotes the condi-
tion number C of (DR)TDR. The color of the marker
corresponds to the observability condition number κS,X .
The dashed line is drawn at C/σ = 1016. Note that as the
trajectories become longer, C becomes larger and when
the dashed line is passed, κS,X is incorrectly determined
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FIG. 5. Markers are shaded by estimate of κS,X and plotted
versus input noise and the condition number C of the Gauss-
Newton iteration, for completely observed network of random
2×2 matrices. Trajectory lengths vary from 20 (lower points)
to 240 (upper points). Calculations below the dashed line
C = 1016σ are reliable.
(in some cases by a factor of more than 1000), due to lack
of significant digits caused by ill-conditioning. To avoid
this difficulty, the length of trajectories must be limited
to the safe area below the dashed line. Alternatively,
computations beyond double precision could be used.
In this article, we have introduced the concept of ob-
servability condition number κX,S that has a consistent
asymptotic definition in the limit of long ergodic trajec-
tories and the limit of small noise. We have shown that
the definition in relatively straightforward to compute
in multidimensional systems. This settles a fundamen-
tal, long-standing problem in network dynamics, namely
where to locate a minimal set of sensors to measure re-
mote dynamics. Computation of κS,X allows a direct
comparison of all options. In particular, an exhaustive
enumeration among subsets S to find the minimum mean
or maximum over the network is feasible for moderate-
sized networks, and establishes a guiding principle for
large networks where exhaustive search may not be fea-
sible.
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